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Gord Greer: Scanning for "Near Crosses"

March 11, 2010 at 07:25 PM | written by Gord Greer

Editor's Note:  Gord Greer is long-time StockCharts.com member and an experienced 
Scan Engine user who has been helping people online with their scanning questions for 
many years.  We are glad to have him also now contributing content to our "Scanning 
Stocks" blog.

Q: Hi Gord.  How do I scan for stocks that are near their 50 day SMA, say within 50 
cents above or below and a cross of the SMA is not necessary?

 A: Great question and its one of my favorite techniques to incorporate in scans.  There 
are a few different methods to write these scans in both the Basic and Advanced scan 
engines, lets look at a couple.

In the advanced scan engine we can use the (+, -) functions and thus could write a scan to 
look for the +/- 50 cent range as follows;  (Note: the + or - function is not available in the 
Basic scan engine)

[type = stock]
and [close >= sma(50,close)-0.50]  
and [close <= sma(50,close)+0.50]  

However I rarely use hard offsets as I prefer percentages, 50 cents on a five dollar stock 
is a lot, but 50 cents on Google's $500+ price is peanuts. Try using percentages as it takes 
the stock price variable out of the equation and its available in both the Basic and 
Advanced scan engines. The following is basically the same but just looking for the close 
to be within +/- 2% of the SMA 50.

[type = stock]
and [close >= sma(50,close)*0.98]  
and [close <= sma(50,close)*1.02]  

In the advanced scan engine we also have the ability to use simple math functions (+, -, *, 
/, AbsVal) and thus we could also condense these scans as follows, for a) +/- percentages 
or b) within the hard +/- 50 cent range;

a)
[type = stock]
and [[AbsVal (SMA(50, close) - close)/SMA(50, close)] <= .02]



b)
[type = stock]
and [AbsVal (SMA(50, close) - close) <= 0.5]

As with most scans there is no right or wrong way, it all depends on your skill level, 
subscription level and what makes sense to the individual writer.  

 - Gord
Another possibility in addition to a hard number or percentage is ATR. For example, this 
scan returned 111 stocks on March 11 after the market close: [group is SP500] and 
[AbsVal(sma(50,close)-close)< ATR(14)] Note: using "type" instead of "group" in this 
instance failed - probably too many calculations over several thousand stocks. SP500 
came back right away. Also, 14 is the default parameter. you could probably use 5 or 7 
and get a useful result with less stress on the CPUs.

Posted by: Mark Dobbins | March 11, 2010 at 18:27 PM

Great tutorial! Please, do more lessons like this on the stocks scanner. It's good to learn 
about how to use it in different ways and with techniques I would have never thought of. 
Thanks!

Posted by: Rob Cooper | March 11, 2010 at 23:35 PM

Is this available for basic members? What are some useful scans for basic member?  

Posted by: Marguerite LEE | March 11, 2010 at 23:59 PM  

Gord, thanks for posting that info. I got a question: I want to do monthly MA cross overs 
to look for long term trends. Since there's no monthly scan available , what's the best 
possible way to do it using either daily or weekly?  

Posted by: Sam Jacob | March 12, 2010 at 09:25 AM  

Thank you for your comments and additional ideas. Mark; Yes great alternative, I use the 
ATR (Average True Range) quite often. With respect to "Type" vs "Group", the problem 
is "Type" is used to define; Stock, Index or Mutual Fund, whereas "Group" is used to 
define just about everything else; sectors, sub indexes, industries, favorite lists etc. Rob; 
thanks, I will try to document another subject every so often, just have to find the time. 
Marguerite; Yes and No, the " * " multiplication function is available in the Basic scan 
engine, but to use the +, -, and AbsVal functions you would need the Advanced Scan 
engine. As far as useful scans for basic members I would start by reviewing all the scan 
tutorials on Stockcharts and reviewing all the predefined scans. Then to see how these 
scans are constructed in the Basic engine, use the "Select Scan to Insert" option at the 
bottom right of the scan input form. Sam; Monthly MA crossovers, yes long term MA's 
are not available in the scan engine, if I remember correctly the scan database goes back 



about 800 days or approximately 2 years, thats a ton of data which has to be stored in the 
active computer memory, not on a hard disk as that would grind the scan engine to a halt. 
You could try scanning with some longer term weekly MA's, then manually review the 
output list in a monthly chart format to cull out some interesting prospects. (However you 
must consider that whatever weekly MA you use in the scan has to be calculated from 
only 2 years, 104 weekly data points, so there will be limitations on how long you can 
go).

Posted by: Gord Greer | March 12, 2010 at 17:06 PM

For Gord Greer. Hi Gord, I am a long time Stock Charts member. Thanks for your past 
inputs. I need a Scan to define stock consolidations. I realize everyone's definition of 
consolidations varies so I will be specific. I want to scan for stocks that have been in an 
uptrend for a minimum of the last 60 days and have been in a tight consolidation for a 
minimum of the last 7 market days. Over this 7 day period the price has not varied more 
than plus or minus .6% from the mean price of the 7 day period. Does that make sense? Is 
such a scan possible? Thanks Jack

Posted by: Jack Amend | March 16, 2010 at 18:32 PM  

Thanks Jack, you bring up some interesting concepts which the StockCharts scan engine 
is certainly capable of handling in one way or another, I'll put it on the wish list to be 
addressed in the near future. However my intent here is not to write scans on demand, but 
to help users develop the skills and tools necessary to build their own scans based on their 
individual TA criteria, time frames, investment objectives and of course their own Due 
Diligence. Hint: Look for an article on using the "Min" and "Max" over time functions, 
combined with other overlays and indicators.  

Posted by: Gord Greer | March 17, 2010 at 09:29 AM

Hi Gord, Divergence can occur after 2 weeks, 2 months or longer time windows. Is it 
possible to develope a good loocking formula without repeting the "OR" for several time 
frames. I know it's possible in Metastock. in addition, is it possible to scan for divergence 
between the price window and an indicator window containig an other price (exemple: 
ma10 of the $NYHYGH)  

Posted by: jean-Pierre Paulus | March 17, 2010 at 11:34 AM

Hi Gord - thanks for the explanation on scanning for near crosses! I have a similar 
question-- could you please explain to me how one might write a scan for those stocks 
whose Bollinger Bands are starting to tighten (i.e., a large move either up or down is 
about to occur)? I have tried several times to come up with one, but with no success. 
Please advise if you can help me-- and thanks for all you do for us amateurs!  

Posted by: Eric Haglund | March 17, 2010 at 13:17 PM


